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#BLACKOUT
Reactions to Ferguson at Puget Sound

By PAUL GOUDARZI-FRY

O

n Dec 1, Puget
Sound’s Black Student
Union (BSU) organized a campus-wide demonstration mourning the death of
Michael Brown, who was killed
in Ferguson, Miss. Brown’s death
sparked nationwide
outcry against institutionalized racism
and police brutality towards black
individuals across
America. The BSU
organized the demon-

stration
through social media outlets,
asking for students to wear allblack clothing on Dec 1.
“Wearing all black will signify your commitment to dismantling institutional racism in
our country. Please stand with
us in solidarity as we
mourn the death of
Michael Brown and
demonstrate our
frustration with
the recent grand
jury decision,” the
#BlackOut
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Facebook page reads.
“When you ask why I’m wearing
all black today… Why wouldn’t I?”
senior Sikander Sohail said.
The grand jury of Ferguson made
the decision not to indict Brown’s
killer, Darren Wilson, on Nov. 25.
This verdict has led to scrutiny of
the testimonials and process of the
grand jury. After the documents of
the trial were released, public criticism of the jury and the judicial system has led many to question the
process of Wilson’s prosecution.
Many people, such as members of
the BSU, are frustrated with the mishandling of information in the trial.
“This decision by the judicial
system—it wasn’t surprising. It hurt.
It’s baffling. But it’s not surprising,”
Adrien Kljucec said. Kljucec is a
sophomore and an activist at Puget
Sound, with an interdisciplinary
major combining African American Studies and Gender and Queer
Studies.
The question then arises of what
can be done on campus. Demonstrations and discussions by groups
such as the BSU are part of the larger nationwide conversation.
“I feel like where [the conversation] currently is on our campus is grappling with understanding why and how these issues have
come to be. And then, after mov-
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ing past that, understanding what
you can do and why you even need
to do something,” Nakisha Renée
Jones said. Jones is the President of
the Black Student Union at Puget
Sound. “I feel like that’s really the
most frequent part of the conversation that the BSU has been having.”
But still, the fact remains that discussion by itself has not ended and
cannot end social issues.
“Over the summer, it was a similar sort of spike,” Sohail said. “And
then people dipped down in terms
of talking about it. Essentially, anytime anything like this happens, every school shooting that’s happened
over the last few years, a big conversation happens about gun control,
and then it dies down.”
Concerning the events in Ferguson, there has been a rise in the conversation at the time of the grand
jury’s public decision. This swell
in public and academic discussion
brings issues of institutional and
systemic racism back into the spotlight.
“Campus has obviously tried to
start some kind of dialogue this year
with the Race and Pedagogy conference. I don’t think that’s gone over
very well. I think that we don’t really have a natural outgrowth on the
University, especially coming out
of the majority of the student body
actively interrogating these issues.
They’d rather just kind of tend to explode onto the scene,” C.J. Queirolo,
student activist and Senior Content

Editor for Wetlands Magazine, said.
But the conversation persists, and
at an unforeseen pace. Part of the
continuation of Ferguson’s issues is
brought about by the rise of social
media and the ways in which firsthand information is being accessed.
Internet connections allow for timely reports on areas and events in
which major events take place. Social media gives first-hand reports
long before major media outlets
are able to start reporting. In addition, first-hand events through social media are not censored by corporations.
“Things like the Internet…are a
huge boon. There were millions of
tweets about it before any news organization even touched it,” Sohail
said.
Associated with the growth of social media is the growth of youth involvement in current events. A college campus, such as Puget Sound,
provides a bounty of socially active
individuals who are coming into a
new age of information. However,
there is disconnection in the transition between internet discussion
and community discussion.
One issue is that of bringing marginalized voices to the forefront to
begin discussions of marginalization. While it is not difficult to show
activist participation (such as wearing all black), many do not feel that
they have the ability to spark conversation. As such, those with the
ability to speak do not do so.

“The responsibility does not fall
upon people of color, of marginalized groups. They are the ones being marginalized, they are the victims. It is not their responsibility to
speak up and speak out—and a lot
of times, it is not safe for them to do
so,” Kljucec said.
A concern with discussions in the
Puget Sound body in particular is
its racial makeup. A majority of the
University’s students are white. Even
groups such as the BSU are at risk of
being silenced in the hundreds of
voices that contribute to the conversation because of the student body’s
homogenous makeup.
“I think that we should amplify
this current explosion as much as
we can, because we haven’t laid the
groundwork for this to be… easy
for the Black Student Union to organize,” Queirolo said.
“You really just have to start with
helping the students—white students on campus, especially—understand how deeply privileged they
are, because I think that if you’re in
the privileged group, it is hard to see
outside the privileged group,” senior
Maddie Faigel said.
This explosion of information
upon social media outlets is only a
beginning. Dissecting and questioning the given information brings the
results to light.
“The main question that I ask myself every day is: ‘There are different
levels of ignorance; where do we begin to address the problem? What

do we talk about first? Who do we
talk to first? People who have no
concept of reality? Or people who
have some idea, but aren’t taking
this issue seriously?’” Kljucec said.
From the Race and Pedagogy conference to talks in the classroom,
the discussion of race and privilege
at Puget Sound can only continue as
long as students engage.
Active engagement may force students to confront previously unrecognized societal issues, but discovery leads to additional knowledge
and more ability to participate within the deconstruction of institutional racism within the community.
“We cannot be silent. If you’re
from a privileged group, dismantle
your privilege… I am not a person
of color, so I cannot speak for the
black community. But what I can do
is make sure to dismantle my privilege, to talk to white people… and
dismantle their privilege, because if
you don’t, that’s an act of violence,”
Kljucec said. “Talk, talk, talk, talk,
talk, and do not let this issue fall to
the side and fall to silence.”

VISIT TR AIL.PUGET SOUND.EDU
FOR THE FULL INTERVIEW
WITH BSU PRESIDENT
NAKISHA RENÉE JONES

ASUPS endorses gender-neutral bathrooms
By ANNA GOEBEL

ASUPS Student Senate recently endorsed a letter to the Code Review
Committee of the APPA, which governs building codes in educational facilities, to advocate for the allowance
of communal gender-neutral bathrooms on college campuses. The letter
was approved by the Senate at the formal Senate meeting on Nov. 20 with a
vote of 13-0 and two abstentions.
Senator Kyle Chong brought the letter to the Senate at a previous Senate meeting on Nov. 18. Despite the
unanimous vote, the letter was not
originally on the floor for the formal
Senate meeting. According to Chong,
this was because Senate Chair Cora
Young did not feel there was appropriate time for review between the
senators. Chong and Senator Kaitlyn
Vallance proposed the letter as new
business to get the document on the
agenda. This action, which requires

a two-thirds majority vote, has led to
some controversy amongst the senators.
“I have received comments [that]
the way in which the letter was introduced to the Senate was not with every respect to every legislative courtesy… I take full responsibility for that,”
Chong said. “There was procedural
pushback about the expedience with
which the letter was presented to the
senators but also the optics of bringing it up when it was initially rejected
by the chair… This is something that
needs to happen regardless of procedure.”
According to Chong, the letter was
pushed forward because appeals to
the Code Review Committee of the
APPA have to be filed by the end of
the calendar year. The letter will accompany an official appeal filed by
Associate Vice President of Facilities
Robert Kief.
As of now, building codes for Wash-

ington educational facilities allow
only for single-stall gender-neutral
bathrooms. Members of the Puget
Sound community are pushing for a
change in codes to permit multi-stall,
multi-user, ADA-accessible genderneutral bathrooms.
The purpose of this, according to the
letter to the Code Review Committee,
is to make the campus more accessible
to non-cisgendered and disabled individuals.
“A lot of people are willing to do
nothing on this issue when anything
is something for those people that are
affected by it… That’s meaningful,
active, conscious justice. That’s what
we’re really fighting for with this,”
Chong said.
So far, the letter has been officially
endorsed by several student groups
on campus. These groups include the
Gender-Neutral Bathroom Action
Group, The Trail, Wetlands Magazine,
KUPS radio, the Resident Student As-

sociation, WIXEN and the forensics
team. It has also garnered support
from the Delta Phi Chapter of Sigma
Chi International Fraternity and the
Washington Gamma Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity. Chong
is also hoping to get the support of the
rest of the eight fraternities and sororities on campus and the Panhellenic
Council.
“As of now, we’re projecting to have
at least some support in every area
of this campus,” Chong said. “We’re
making good progress but there’s a lot
of work to be done. It’s going to be a
long process.”
President Ronald Thomas and Dean
of Students Mike Segawa have also recently endorsed the letter. University Chaplain David Wright, Assistant
Director of Civic Engagement Skylar Bihl and members of the Diversity Committee have signed the letter
as well.
On Nov. 24, the Faculty Senate offi-

and credit cards, and backpack) left unattended in separate incidents. In the
fourth incident an unoccupied administrative office in the Science Center was
burglarized. Several credit cards were
taken in this incident.

over the winter break. Please take portable electronic devices, including laptop computers, home with you.
· Secure bicycles with a U-bolt style
and lock through the frame.
· Do not walk alone at night. If you
aren’t with a group of friends, take advantage of the Security Courtesy Escort
service.
· Stay current on security related activities and incidents on campus—like us
on Facebook.

campus in a secure location if possible
during the break period. If you have no
option but to leave it on campus, please
contact Security. Vehicles must be registered for winter break parking to park
on campus during this period. This is
separate from the regular academic year
parking registration. Security will be
providing a fenced area in the Wheelock Student Center lot for winter break
parking. This is a free service offered to
students. And while Security staff will
be diligent about keeping the area secure, we can’t accept responsibility for
loss or damage to/from vehicles.

SECURITY REPORT
The following is a breakdown of incidents reported to Security Services and
occurring on campus between Nov. 18,
2014 and Dec. 1, 2014.
Suspicious Activity: Security staff
stopped two individuals near the bicycle
racks at the Fieldhouse. The individuals
had removed the front wheel from one
bicycle and appeared to be tampering
with another. Neither individual would
provide identification.
Theft: There were four thefts reported
during this time frame. Three students
lost property (laptop computer, wallet

Malicious Mischief: Security staff discovered a donor plaque in Weyerhaeuser hall had been vandalized.
Crime Prevention Tips:
· Always report suspicious activity to
Security Services by calling (253) 8793311. Security is open 24/7.
· Do not leave valuables on campus

Note about Winter Break Parking: Security highly recommends taking your
vehicle home with you or storing it off-
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cially approved its endorsement of the
letter at its senate meeting.
“I believe that it is very important for
our campus and all college campuses
throughout the country to provide access to gender-neutral bathrooms in
every building,” Ariela Tubert, Chair
of the Faculty Senate, said.
The staff senate convened on Nov.
25 and reviewed approval of the document as well. They voted unanimously to endorse the document.
A significant number of students
have also endorsed it. The document
has been circling in an online format
through a Google document entitled,
“Letter to the APPA (ASUPS Senate
Approved) 10.1.5, 20 Nov. MMXIV.”
Community members can add their
names to the online document if they
so choose.
A number of alumni have also endorsed the letter. Chong is working
with Wright to get more alumni on
board.
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STUDENTs REACT TO FERGUSON
I think what some people need to realize is
that this protest is not solely a reaction to
Mike Brown, it is a result of years of frustration and mistrust. Other than that I feel
incredibly lucky and privileged to not have
this issue permeate my daily life as it does for
millions of other people. And coming from
that position of privilege I think my only option is to not give personal opinions but to
listen to the people actually experiencing the
oppression.
JENNY MALONE-BROWN

I think it was interesting timing with Thanksgiving break being right afterwards, giving
people some independent time to reflect, and
maybe go home and... talk to their families,
or have a little bit more free time to watch the
news... Now people can come back together
after having that independent time and come
back and talk. And there was already an event
today [Tuesday, Dec. 2]... I’m sure there’ll be
more in the future, because campus is very socially engaged.
KAT LEITZMANN

My gut reaction [to the decision] was one
of disgust. It’s a gross miscarriage of justice
on the part of the police department and the
prosecuting attorney, especially because the
attorney holds all the power to indict. Of the
162,000 cases in 2010, only 11 did not indict—so if the prosecution didn’t manage to
do that, you know there was something else
at play, and that is obviously race relations.
KEN AVIANANDA

“[The decision] caused a lot of reaction and
unrest, which I don’t see as unhealthy but I
also don’t see as productive. I think it generated a lot of headlines, but those headlines
won’t create positive change—I’m in support
of the Ferguson protesters, but when the
cameras go away, people won’t be able to get
as much face time. Stories like this require
media attention, and once that’s gone, it will
be hard to change things.”
KYLE CHONG

I’ve engaged with discussions with students. I haven’t gone to any school-held discussions. From my personal perspective, I
feel like not as much has really happened
to affect campus, as has been seen at other
schools such as [the] University of Washington or other bigger city schools—which is
understandable, considering the size of the
school. But I really just feel like there hasn’t
been that much action or that many discussions taking place.

I think that the way that people have been responding to it, in the streets and stuff, is the
absolute wrong way to do it. I think a lot of
the people that are just like causing all kinds
of chaos aren’t really doing it because of Michael Brown. They’re doing it because a lot of
people just use events as excuses to mess stuff
up, you know? It happens all the time. I don’t
have a solution, but I’m sure we can think of
a better way to get something done and handled. But yeah, I don’t think the way people
are handling it right now—I mean, like the
peaceful demonstrations—I still don’t think
that’s the right way to handle it either. Like,
standing around is kinda counterproductive.
I get the point, but you know. That’s what I
think.
NOAH FRAZIER

Well, personally, it’s affected me very deeply,
very emotionally. Being a minority student
and being an African American, I feel like
I took it very personal, the decision of the
court not to indict Darren Wilson... BSU also
has been having a lot of discussions and talks
about the entire thing, and also, they’ve also
been keeping the students very well informed
of other events that are happening in support
of Ferguson. So I think it’s in the right direction... I feel like we could do more to be more
active, and more aggressive with... speaking
out against it. But I think it’s on the right path.
NIA HARRILL

TERESA OSUNA

Honestly, being on campus, I’m stuck in
the campus bubble. I haven’t watched a ton
of news, but what I’ve heard, and my reaction to it is that there’s a ton of different stories going around, and honestly, I don’t want
to comment or speculate, because I haven’t
even chosen a side yet in what I think is
right. Everybody seems in the wrong to me
right here, because I mean, he committed a
crime, but the dude shot him... But as far as
the effect it’s had, I feel like people are being
real ignorant about it. They want someone to
be wrong, like they’re trying to make the cop
seem worse, or they’re trying to make the
kid seem worse... I think that’s the bad part
about it, is, it’s not even a median—it’s just
either you’re one way or the other.
MICHAEL ASKEW

I was surprised given the demographic of
UPS and then, going home, the demographic of Southern California—they’re not too
distant. And I was impressed by the conversations that were happening on the UPS
campus... my friends and family back home,
[Ferguson] was not even on their radar.

SLOAN STRADER

My opinion is that I don’t factually know
enough to actually make an educated guess
about this. I’ve heard both sides, though I
feel that there are a lot of people who don’t
know the facts, or who are just screaming ‘It was a black person shot by a white
person,’ honestly. But it could very well be
that he should’ve been shot. I mean, I don’t
think that he should’ve been shot in the first
place, but I feel like I don’t have enough
facts to really know if people are just shouting opinions back and forth. Which is kinda like [sic] what always happens with kinda like, you know, with stuff like this. Just
mass stuff.
PATRICK RYAN

Honestly, I think at the beginning, the protest was definitely justified and was necessary. ‘Cause, I mean, we didn’t know what
happened at the beginning when the news
was—when there was news about Michael
Brown being shot. I think it got blown
out of proportion because it’s not just because there was looting and rioting that
happened, but other people from not just
Ferguson but from across the U.S. started
showing up just to protest about just personally their lot in life.
KYLE RYAN

ZACK STODDARD

I’m really impressed that Puget Sound students have already had various conversations
regarding Ferguson... But I think that I’m
very impressed with already the reactions
from Puget Sound students, and how we really have started to talk about what’s going
on and what that means for us as students—
and as a part of the twenty-first century.

As a white student, I don’t think that there has
been enough spoken about Ferguson on campus. I think that we could be more active and
aggressive about it because, you know, I’m
not a part of BSU, and so I haven’t heard anything about it after the events that happened.
Like, my professors haven’t talked about it,
you know… I did wear black on blackout
day. I didn’t see many students doing that, it
didn’t seem to be a campus-wide event, it just
seemed to be some students on Facebook that
arranged that... So I was pretty affected by it
just talking to friends, and talking to people in
my own age group, but as far as campus-wide
events, I haven’t seen much happening.

MEGAN SCHOWALTER

ERIN CUMMISKEY

WILL SPENGLER

I agree with them [Harrill and Cummiskey]
about what’s been going on with the school.
Yeah, #Blackout was good, but I saw nobody
else doing it. I wore all black, and it made me
sad when I went into my classes and saw almost no one also wearing black. And it actually affected me pretty deeply—the violence
going on in Ferguson—because my sister
actually got back from Missouri the day that
the verdict came out. I was very concerned
about her and her safety, and I’m going to
Missouri over winter break. I think the verdict is horrible, and I think it’s horrible that
the only way for people to really listen to it is
for this violence to happen. If it was a silent
protest, I don’t think as many people would
know about it because, basically, a lot of negative attention… is being brought towards it,
which is bad, but it’s also attention, so I kind
of have mixed feelings about everything.

I thought on Monday we were going to
have, a blackout event, where people wear
black. I think we had a discussion today
on that, so I think there have been measures taken that I’ve heard of. I don’t think
attention has NOT been paid to it and I
think personally it’s kind of unreasonable,
and ridiculous, that the officer was acquitted of the crime, because someone did that.
Someone should be held responsible. And
I think race does play a large part in it, and
maybe that wouldn’t have happened had,
you know, this not been a race issue. It isn’t
even really surprising, though, which is really sad. Because it’s the same stuff happens
all the time. And I think it’s shocking that
it’s not surprising, I guess, is the best way to
describe it.

I personally haven’t heard much of the Ferguson talk on campus. I watched a little bit
on the news, and that’s kind of where I got
my information, but I haven’t really head
people discuss it on campus, because it is
kind of a tense subject... I kind of agree. It
was definitely really shocking, so I’m not
sure of my standpoint, because there has
been so many different stories about it. So it’s
kind of hard to tell what actually did happen,
but I do think it had to do with race.

Lord knows if Darren Wilson shot a white
guy, he’d be in jail right now...We need to
hold cops accountable for their actions.
This is an issue of systemic racism...It’s nice
that the rest of America has woken up from
the dream of post-race and can now see the
true horrors and the reality of how things
are in this country.
ZEMAN NATHOO

BRIAUNA LUCHTE

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staﬀ, ASUPS, the University or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staﬀ. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be oﬀensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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“Basic b****” stereotype
puts down women
By MELANIE SCHAFFER
When asked to describe a Basic
B****, most people in their twenties
could do so with ease. It’s the girl with
the leggings and boots, who probably
“can’t even.”
Perhaps most crucial to their ensemble is the holy grail of the Basic
B****, the Pumpkin Spice Latte (PSL).
This year, Starbucks announced it
was releasing its customers’ favorite
fall drink, the PSL, early. So, on Aug.
28, millions of young women formed
lines out the door in order to get the
first PSL of the season while other
girls stood on the sidelines and made
snide remarks about so-called Basics.
This rivalry has become so distinct
that even legitimate periodicals have
started commenting on it. Noreen
Malone of New York Magazine argued
that young women in their late teens
and early 20s have more or less split
into one of two categories: the Basic
B**** and the Girl Who’s Not Like
Other Girls.
When defining “basic” she said,
“The word ‘basic’ has become an
increasingly expansive stand-in for
‘woman who fails to surprise us.’”
Since the Not Like Other Girls
group is so focused on being unique
and surprising, it’s pretty easy to see
where the term “basic” devolved into
an insult.
Unfortunately, the PSL is only one
of the indicators of being Basic. Ac-
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cording to Buzzfeed, an online news
source for popular culture, a basic
may have a love for any one of the
following: Ugg boots, North Face
jackets, Lulu Lemon leggings, scented
candles, pumpkin patches, fall, Starbucks, the television show Friends,
and cupcakes.
This means that if you like any of
these things, you run the risk of falling into the “basic” stereotype.
So, the second category of girls,
the ones who supposedly aren’t like
the others, have taken to criticizing anything even remotely “basic”
in an effort to avoid being called so
themselves. Because of this, so many
young women feel a sense of shame
in admitting that they actually really
do like fall, or that they have always
found scented candles to be the best
way to relax after a particularly long
day.
An article called “Why I’m Proud
to Be a Basic B****” released in the
magazine The Guardian discussed
this exact issue. The author, under
the pseudonym Daisy Buchanan, explained that being “basic” really is just
another limitation of acceptable ways
of expressing gender.
According to her, each of the markers of the “basic” girl is a signifier of
femininity. To call a girl “basic” because she likes these things is really
just criticizing her for exhibiting femininity.
Now, the Girl Who Isn’t Like Other
Girls may validate her dislike of the

“basics” because she feels that these
girls are squashing their potential by
acting vapid, submissive and predictable, just as society wants them to.
According to her, the true feminist
does not conform to society’s norms.
Buchanan disagrees. In the same article, she said, “Dismissing all cultural feminine signifiers might look
like a feminist act, but it’s rude. We
shouldn’t make assumptions about a
woman’s interests and habits based on
her gender.”
Buchanan makes a good point;
being a feminist does not mean renouncing a feminine identity, and it
doesn’t mean degrading a woman for
choosing to display her femininity. In
fact, feminism is about attaining and
celebrating equality of the genders,
however they are expressed.
To call a girl “basic” because she displays her femininity in a certain way
isn’t helping the feminist cause, it’s
hurting it.
If young women really want to be
part of a progressive and equal society,
they shouldn’t be splitting themselves
into opposing teams based on trivial
preferences. Instead, they should be
choosing to wear, buy, drink and participate in what they want without
fear of being classified into a baseless
and demeaning stereotype.
By the way, Pumpkin Spice Lattes
are delicious, and anyone who won’t
try them because they’re too “basic” is
really missing out.

PHOTO COURTESY/ SARAH ROGOWSKEY

The “basic” girl: Stereotyping women into a derisive category is sexism and serves only to degrade the validity of their personal choices.

L E T T E R TO T H E E DI TOR
WANT TO JOIN THE CONVERSATION? GO TO
TRAIL.PUGETSOUND.EDU TO COMMENT

Editor’s note: this is a response to
letters in the Nov. 14 issue of The Trail.
To The Trail:
A few weeks ago, The Trail ran a
series of articles arguing in favor of
relinquishing the school’s investments
in private energy companies to align
with certain moral considerations.
Unfortunately, I found these
arguments rather unconvincing.
Most of the pieces rightfully
assumed that protecting the
environment is a major concern for
UPS students. However, one needs to
have a grasp of what our endowment
entails, what investing means, and
how protecting the environment falls
into that equation.
The students in favor of divestment
claimed that maintaining ownership
stake in private energy to raise
money was furthering environmental
destruction.
Do these students not ride in cars
or fly in planes? If they truly believed
in their cause would they not forgo
heating their dorm rooms? Should
we all study by candlelight? It seems
rather hypocritical to vilify an
endowment fund that raises money
to grant scholarships because it
invests in companies they patronize
regularly.
Subsequently, it was never made
clear how removing our investments
would lead to reduced fossil fuel
consumption, or positively impact the
development of sustainable energy
sources.
Did you know that BP has spent
more than 8 billion dollars developing
alternative energy fuels since 2005?
Chevron has spent more than 5
billion and Shell more than 2 billion.
Exxon Mobil spent 600 million on a
partnership with Synthetic Genomics
to develop an algae-based biofuel.
The same company has donated more
than 100 million to Stanford’s Global
Climate and Energy Project.
Yes, these companies produce oil,
which can have long term effects
on the environment, but refusing
to invest doesn’t get us any closer
to finding alternative means of
energy nor does it stop people from
continuing to use fossil fuels. It
would, however, limit the success of
our school’s endowment fund.
The world doesn’t rely on oil because
it wants to harm the planet, it is simply

because a competitive, sustainable
alternative has yet to be cultivated as
a realistic replacement.
But which companies would benefit
the most from finding one? The same
“fossil fuel” companies that we are
being told to divest from.
Socially responsible investing is a
great thing to practice when a small
group shares the same principles,
but a student body with diverse
backgrounds doesn’t posses a singular
view of what is socially responsible.
Despite being a strong advocate for
environmental conservation, I believe
that earning profit by owning stock in
energy companies to provide financial
aid and scholarships is socially
responsible. Clearly we are at odds,
though I doubt I am alone.
If this is the case, how can one group
of students impose their blanket
definition of social responsibility
on our endowment, while my
point of view isn’t also taken into
consideration? How can we outlaw
investing in companies that produce
products that students use daily?
At the end of the day, the role of
the endowment is to grow, so that it
may continue to provide a worldclass education for students. By
maintaining a small portion of the
fund in energy companies, they are
able to achieve this goal.
For those of you who recently drove
or flew somewhere for Thanksgiving
break, consider this thesis: you valued
travelling home or getting somewhere
more than you valued reducing the
revenues of fossil fuel companies.
Here is the same, the school values
what it can provide with its fund
greater than the unseen positives that
would come from divesting.
It is hard to see how removing our
funds would affect our environment
or the corporations involved.
Divesting from these companies
would be nothing more than a faux
symbolic gesture proclaiming that we
do not approve of fossil fuels, despite
the fact that we use them on a regular
basis.
UPS is a university made up of
differing opinions, and one version of
socially responsible investing should
not be imposed on all.
Sincerely,
Oliver Field

Black Friday incompatible with Thanksgiving spirit
By JORDYN ATKINSON
Each Thanksgiving, thousands of
bargain hunters across America line up
outside retailers in preparation for the
biggest consumer holiday all year: Black
Friday. Stores boasting extended hours
and slashed prices have fostered such
chaos surrounding the sales in the past so
much that it has divided the population
on the day’s place in our society.
Some shoppers see Black Friday as a
great opportunity to buy gadgets and
designer brands for a fraction of normal
prices. However, the consumer may be
being deceived or made to have unrealistic
expectations.
Many ads surrounding the day are
misleading; a close look at the fine print
of some can reveal that there are limited
quantities of certain items with no “rain
check,” or backorder, alternative. Most
other days of the year this deceitful

advertising would not be tolerated.
Black Friday has also turned into a
sort of contest about who can have the
most fun or stay out the latest, fueled by
social media. Facebook and Instagram
posts correlated with #blackfriday reveal
photos showcasing piles of shopping
bags and long lines. Snapchat, the photo
sharing app, even had an “Our Story” that
was Black Friday themed, allowing users
all over the world to send in pictures of
their adventures and purchases.
This kind of “one-up” behavior
encourages not only excessive spending,
but a competitive nature that can turn
dangerous. Of course everyone has
heard the horror stories of the depraved
late-night crowds, but it is nevertheless
unacceptable and should not be
encouraged. Instances of fighting, pepper
spray and even gun violence have been
witnessed during the choas. In 2008,
a Wal-Mart employee was killed by a
stampede and four other people were

injured, including one woman who was
eight months pregnant.
This year, a shooting occurred the
evening of Friday, Nov. 29 in a Chicago
Nordstrom between an employee and her
boyfriend. She was injured and taken to
the hospital before he fatally shot himself.
Scared shoppers fled the scene and a
dangerous frenzy ensued.
In addition, the same day, two women
in Norwalk, Conn. took part in a pushing
and shoving match over a Barbie doll,
and reportedly even stooped to physical
violence, punching one another in the
store.
Unfair competitiveness can otherwise be
seen between the companies themselves.
Big coroporations that can afford to
slash prices and widely advertise for weeks
surrounding the sales easily demolish
all other businesses. Small and local
establishments do not stand a chance
between retailers like Wal-Mart, Macy’s
or Best Buy; they simply cannot keep up.

Another issue with Black Friday is that
commercialism is encroaching on the
family holiday of Thanksgiving. Stores go
back and forth boasting earlier and earlier
hours until their employees are forced to
work during the holiday and shoppers
pressured to wait in lines that evening.
For instance, Old Navy boasted a 31hour stretch of business spanning from
4 p.m. Thanksgiving evening to 11 p.m.
on Black Friday, which was surprising for
a clothes retailer. In addition, stores such
as Wal-Mart, Big Lots, K-Mart and Bass
Pro Shop are open at 8 a.m. or earlier on
Thanksgiving morning.
One alternative and even more fiscallysuccessful idea to Black Friday is Cyber
Monday. As is common knowledge, the
Monday following Thanksgiving is when
many online retailers offer their best deals
all year. This is clearly less dangerous than
hand-to-hand combat in a superstore or
facing the cold outside while camping out
for a flat screen.

In addition, Cyber Monday does not
encroach on holidays or family time
and still provides deals for the consumer
and profit increases for companies while
leveling the playing field.
Such competitive and money-oriented
behavior by corporations and consumers
who thrive upon the hype surrounding
Black Friday dismisses the true meaning
of this holiday
—thankfulness—and
replaces it with greed and materialistic
values.
People should instead value what they
currently have, instead of lining up for
hours and disregarding time spent with
loved ones in order to buy new things.
Rather than being jealous and
materialistic enough to punch a stranger
for a Barbie, we should instead feel
grateful for all the good fortune that we
already have.
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should show me some moves
sometime.
HEY YOU! EY! Fuggetaboutit.
HEY YOU! These new Cellar
leads can get it any time.

HEY YOU! Div dude with the
eyebrow piercing. I’d like to
show you one of mine ;).

HEY YOU! I’m embarrassed
to hang out with you when you
leave your spitz for the Cellar
staff to clean up. Stop. It’s gross.
HEY YOU! Hey Bearded cutie
who works at the Cellar. I ‘d like
to eat you like an ice cream cone.
HEY YOU! myPugetSound is so
great! Thanks TS!
HEY YOU! Angry freshmen,
stop being so angry! For the love
of all things holy!
HEY YOU! Girl with the shades.
You stole my heart at RDG. You

lab, not you! It’s not fair.
HEY YOU! Lemme into your GIANT scarf.

HEY YOU! Crew boy with the
ass... will you help me with my
stroke?

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.
edu, submit via Tumblr at
heyyoupugetsound.tumblr.com
or put one in the boxes in
Diversions, The Cellar or
Oppenheimer Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.
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HEY YOU! I like our walks. xo
HEY YOU! Nice guy with the
weird face—I think you’re pretty
neat.
HEY YOU! KUPS Core Staff,
thank you for being the best!
HEY YOU! Blonde junior guy
sometimes in Opp. I’d love to see
you naked.
HEY YOU! I should be in night

HEY YOU! You don’t give the
people what they want, and I like
it like that.
HEY YOU! First-year roomie—
our love will last 4 ever and ever
and ever—let’s grow old.
HEY YOU! Bohemian barista,
can I live with you? I’m very
clean.
HEY YOU! Opp Crew, ya make
life good.
HEY YOU! Girl in the green
puffy and glasses. Are those
space parts cuz that booty is out
of this world.
HEY YOU! Thanks for turning
my ID card in to the library!

HEY YOU! Night lab is rad and
so are your boobs.
HEY YOU! Winky, the house elf,
I loved your costume. A+
HEY YOU! Spunky girl in the
Cellar—your glasses and curly
hair are adorable.
HEY YOU! Remember when
you stole your roommate’s $400
sweater? I do....
HEY YOU! Tall sexy flora fauna
kid. Why you with that girl? She’s
terrible! Come on. You don’t deserve that.
HEY YOU! Opp has been missing too many of the cool for-here
mugs! Bring them back!
HEY YOU! KUPS! Whenever I
listen it’s either nothing or people who won’t shut up about a
concert they’re going to. We get
that you’re hip, guys, but where’s
the music?

World AIDS Day reminds us of the value of testing
By GREGORY GROPAGE
This past Monday, Dec. 1, most of
the University of Puget Sound’s student body returned to their classes as
they would have normally. There were
classes, burnt coffee, missed meetings
and general chaos as the student population scrambled to begin the final
stretch of the fall 2014 semester. Yet
a change, perhaps found on the sides
of backpacks or the collars of jackets,
may have not gone unnoticed—the
presence of red ribbons meant to signify World AIDS Day.
First started in 1988, World AIDS
Day is a commemoration of those
lost to AIDS, a celebration of those
still fighting and a campaign meant to
bring awareness of the disease to the
general population.
To understand AIDS, we must understand its causative agent, HIV:
H—Human: This infection can
only infect humans.
I—Immunodeficiency: The disease survives by invading the human
immune system and subsequently destroying it, causing it to become progressively deficient.

V—Virus: The disease uses the
cells of the immune system as a host
to replicate itself.
HIV is a disease that can only infect
humans, attacks the human immune
system and uses the system as a host
for its own replication before destroying it. Whereas most viruses can be
eradicated from the body over time,
HIV invades and destroys T-cells—
white blood cells that destroy invasive
organisms—so as to replicate. As the
virus grows stronger, the immune system it has invaded weakens until it is
inactive. This may take any number of
years, but will inevitably lead the final
stage of HIV:
A—Acquired: AIDS is not a genetic trait, but rather something that
one develops over time under specific
circumstances.
I—Immuno: As the final stage of
HIV, being diagnosed with AIDS indicates extreme issues of the immune
system.
D—Deficiency: The diagnosis of
AIDS indicates life-threatening weakness of the immune system.
S—Syndrome: Being a stage of infection and health issues rather than

a specific virus itself, AIDS is a syndrome.
AIDS is not a single disease but
rather a collection of symptoms resulting in an immune system damaged
enough to allow for opportunistic
infections. These include pneumonia, chronic ulcers and tuberculosis,
amongst other diseases. These, alongside cancers or extremely low numbers of CD4 cells, are the indicators of
AIDS. If left untreated, HIV takes approximately 10 years to develop into
AIDS, but with antiretroviral therapy
(drugs that suppress HIV), AIDS can
be postponed indefinitely.
As a syndrome, AIDS cannot be
passed or exchanged, but HIV can
be passed through the exchange of
bodily fluids. Such exchange includes
sexual contact, blood transfusion and
needle sharing; it can also be transferred from pregnant mothers to their
unborn children.
Merely being in the presence of an
individual with HIV cannot lead to
infection.
Those at risk of contracting HIV
include injection-drug users who may
share unclean needles, infants born to

infected mothers, recipients of questionable or illegal blood transfusions
or organ donations and sexual partners of people who engage in highrisk activity (including drug users and
those with multiple sexual partners).
According to the World Health Organization, as of 2013, approximately
35 million people are living with HIV
worldwide, with 2.1 million having
been newly infected that year. 39 million people have already died from it,
and HIV is currently the world’s leading infectious killer. Most victims live
in middle- or low-income countries,
but due in part to the World Health
Organization’s efforts, approximately
12 million of such people had access
to antiretroviral therapy, and approximately 70 percent of pregnant women
with HIV received antiretroviral therapy. Such therapy almost completely
ensures the protection of unborn infants.
The effects of HIV and AIDS, however, extend far beyond the issues of
personal health and longevity. While
no one knows where and when HIV
began, the general consensus amongst
the scientific community is that it be-

gan in Africa in the mid-nineteenth
century. After spreading rapidly
across the globe, awareness of the virus in America began in 1981 when
rising numbers of gay men across the
country began to report increased and
prolonged infections. By the end of
1981, the virus was dismissed as a “gay
disease,” and even after 1982 reports
of children and drug users indicated a
wider population was being infected,
the stigma remained. Even today, men
who have sex with men are usually
forbidden from donating blood, and
the queer community, lower-income
people and people considered to be of
African descent are considered probable carriers and prime candidates of
infection.
This Monday may have passed by
the student body without notice, but
we should not let the red ribbon pass.
More people are infected every day,
and although scientists are racing toward a cure, none yet exists. Let Dec.
1 stand for all those that have been
lost, are living with, or are fighting
against Acquired Immunodeficiency
Syndrome.

STD Testing Options: Tacoma has a variety of locations where you can get tested for sexually transmitted infections. Some of these locations include hospitals,
Planned Parenthood and our own University’s Counseling, Health and Wellness Services office.
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Mindy Mahoney:

Master of Customer Service to Master
in Education and Couseling
Low on
Dining Dollars?

Check out the next page
to see where you
should be on your
dining dollars by
Dec. 8.

PHOTO COURTESY/PRESLEY REED

By SOFIA SCHWARTZ

U

pon exiting the S.U.B.
you might encounter a cashier with a
short red bob, a kind
smile and a nametag with Mindy
inscribed upon it.
Student interactions with her
tend to be polite and brief, comprised of statements varying little
from the classic ‘thank you’ and
‘have a nice day’ and sometimes
not even that much. While she
may be a staple in the life of many
students, few know more than her
face and maybe her name.
Mindy Marie Mahoney—born
Dec. 2, 1979—is a Washington
native through and through. She
grew up in Federal Way with her
three siblings and is now a fellow resident of Tacoma, remaining loyal to this Pacific Northwest
state.
“I lived [in Federal Way] until I was in my early 20s and then
moved over here and I like it
so much better,” Mahoney said.
“There’s a lot more to do, more
culture. It’s less strip mall and
more interesting things.”
She was initially drawn to Tacoma because her sister had an extra room in which she could stay.
Mahoney, intending to go back to
school, jumped at the opportunity
of cheap rent, but her initial intent
to continue her education took
longer than planned.
“When I graduated high school,
I waited five years to go back to
school,” Mahoney said.
During this time, she continued
living with her sister while gaining experience working in retail,
customer services and the food industry.
After almost six years of working
at unsatisfactory jobs, Mahoney
began attending the Tacoma Community College (TCC).
“Because I had been out of
school so long I had to go back and
take the beginner math and English and relearn some stuff because
you lose it. So it took me actually
five years to get my four-year degree,” Mahoney said.
“When you think about how
many years you are going to work
from the time you finish college to
when you retire, another couple
years doesn’t make that big a difference.”
After fulfilling her General Education requirements at TCC, Mahoney transferred to University of
Washington (UW), Tacoma and
later graduated with a concentration in Psychology.
How did she start working in the
S.U.B. after this?

While returning students might
think Mahoney is new to the Dining Services staff, she actually worked backstage prior to her
move to the cashiers.
Four years ago, Dave Howell, a
previous classmate of Mahoney’s,
encountered her while she worked
at Home Depot.
They saw each other multiple
times and each time Mahoney
would gripe about her job, until
one day Howell encouraged her to
apply to work at the University of

“I really like working
in a place where education is the theme, the
purpose of the whole
institution.”

-Mindy Mahoney

Puget Sound.
He explained that she would finally be able to work full-time,
something Home Depot had
avoided granting her, and highlighted the subsequent paid benefits.
She began working in dish services and only this past September
did she switch to working the cash
registers.
“It’s really nice being able to interact with people,” Mahoney said.
“I actually realized over the summer it was getting to me, being in
the back and not talking to many
people besides a few coworkers
and just dealing with the dirty garbage all day long. It kind of wears
on you after a while.”
No job is perfect and although
she enjoys the interactions with
students, sometimes she gets tired
of talking all day long.
Mahoney explains that sometimes it can feel like she’s stuck,
when for hours at a time she isn’t
allowed to leave her station for
more than the few minutes it takes
to wipe down a few tables or run
to the bathroom.
Overall, however, Mahoney
much prefers her current job to
previous workplace experiences.
“I really like working in a place
where education is the theme, the
purpose of the whole institution,”
Mahoney said. This especially
benefits her because after a few
years of working in the S.U.B., Mahoney also began attending classes on campus within the Master’s
of Education and Counseling Program.

“When I was a little kid I wouldn’t
say that I was ever like, ‘This is for
sure what I want to be.’ I’ve always
been kind of indecisive about that,
so at the age I’m at now, I finally
feel like I’ve figured out what I do
want to be. It’s just been a journey
up until that,” Mahoney said.
In truth, it was only a few weeks
ago that she decided between
the two focuses within the program—mental health counseling
and school counseling—deciding
upon the latter option.
While working at the S.U.B. and
pursuing her education take up
most of her time, any free time she
does have is spent with her fiancé
Kris Mason.
The couple met through the dating website “Plenty of Fish” and
are planning their wedding for
July 11, their four-year anniversary.
Through this marriage Mahoney
will become the step-mother to
Kris’s two daughters—Hannah
who is seven and Eva who is six—
a role she speaks of highly. Her
reference toward these two is always accompanied by a smile and
the sentiment that she wishes they
could visit more often because
currently they live out of state with
their mother.
Next time you exit the S.U.B. and
you see the cashier with short red
hair remember that her name is
Mindy. She is a part of this community as much as any person
who works or attends class at the
University of Puget Sound.

Taxi Rides

Leasing from Tacoma
Yellow Cab

To Airport: $50
SHARE YOUR FARE
3 people: $16.50 each
4 people: $12.50 each

Call, text or
email Keven:
253.678.2631

kevtacyelocab@
hotmail.com
Please schedule airport rides at
least a day before.

GROW
CITI

A FILM ABO
FARMING IN

O

By ANACRISTINA SOMA

n a clear Thursday evening, a small
group of community members
gathered inside the quaint Grand
Cinema theater in downtown Tacoma to view a documentary on urban farming, Growing Cities. The evening was made even
more unique by the discussion afterward led by
two local sustainability leaders.

The documentary Growing Cities follows two
young men as they take a road trip across the
country on a mission to discover how urban
farming is incorporated within different cities.
Both recent college graduates who are interested in urban agriculture, they are disappointed
with the lack of farming in their hometown of
Omaha, Neb. and look to other cities for inspiration. Beginning in Los Angeles, they drive
north to the San Francisco Bay Area, and then
further to Portland and then Seattle, visiting
bee farms, community gardens, farmers’ markets, and educational food programs along the
way. The next stretch of their drive took them
through cities including Detroit, New York City,
Atlanta and eventually back to their hometown.
During their journey they meet students, farmers and other dedicated individuals equally invested in urban agriculture.
In New York City they tour a large rooftop garden and speak with a woman who has started
a window-garden business. A common trend
among several cities they visit is the importance of educating the youth about urban farming. Many children grow up knowing very little about fresh produce, not to mention how to
grow and cook their own food.

After the film was finished, most of the audience stayed to take part in a panel discussion
with Pierce County Sustainability Manager
Ryan Dicks and Share the Harvest coordinator and Puget Sound graduate Micaela Cooley.
Incorporating aspects from the documentary,
they turned the discussion towards urban farming in Pierce County, and Tacoma specifically.
Dicks mentioned that the challenge for Tacoma is making the city more appealing and ag-
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riculture-rich, an area that supports its local
farmers.
“We do have amazing soil and dedicated farmers,” Dicks said. However, those farmers need
help finding local markets and enough interested customers in order to stay in business.
“The real thing is that we need to buy their
stuff,” Dicks said. “Whatever farmers are growing, we need to buy it.”
That is the key to supporting local agriculture,
buying what is available and what local farmers
have put work into producing.
About 800,000 residents live in Pierce County,
but there is a lack of community when it comes
to agriculture, according to Cooley. She would
like to see more interest in farmers markets, in
fresh and good food and in farming in general.
“You can’t force it onto a community, they have
to want it,” Cooley said.
Over the last 30 years an astounding amount
of farmland in Pierce County has been lost to
development. The largest remaining farm is
roughly 180 acres, which is relatively small for
a farm.
“People are needing people, and are coming
together to form a community,” Cooley said.
In Growing Cities when they travelled to Detroit, the concept of ‘food deserts’ was brought
up. Throughout the city of Detroit and its outskirts are endless empty lots, abandoned houses
and properties. The term ‘food desert’ implies
an area that does not have access to affordable
and fresh produce and other food. In the documentary, one man’s urban farming goal is to
make use of empty lots by planting them as
community gardens temporarily. As soon as
they are sold, he moves the plants to another
empty lot.
Looking towards the future, we should get
used to living in cities, according to Dicks.
“It’s about getting comfortable living in cities,”
he said. His reasoning? As an individual, living
in a city produces 50 percent less of a personal carbon footprint due to fewer transportation
needs and other factors.

PHOTO OF THE WEEK
by Gabe Newman
The Photo of the Week feature highlights outstanding photographs
by our colleagues at ASUPS Photo Services.

Dining Dollar Usage Chart:
End of Fall 2014

From the
Archives
in collaboration with

Did you
know that the
University
once offered
master’s
degrees in
art, biology,
chemistry,
English,
history and
music?
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Logger athletics wraps up solid fall season
By ROXANNE
KRIETZMANN
The 2014 fall Logger sports season officially came to a close Nov.
22.
The men’s soccer team finished
their season with an overall record
of 13-5-2 and a conference record
of 10-3-1, which ranked them
third place in the Northwest Conference (NWC).
Seniors Sam Naatz (Salt Lake
City, Utah) and Andrew White
(Steamboat Springs, Colo.) and junior Sam Zisette (Seattle, Wash.)
made the All-NWC First Team.
White led the Loggers with a to-

tal of eight goals this season.
Senior Sean Ryan (Mill Creek,
Wash.) and senior goalkeeper Nathan King (Preston, Wash.) made
the All-NWC Second Team.
Ryan scored a total of seven
goals, tying with senior Landon
Gauthier (Fox Island, Wash.) who
also put up seven and was named
an All-NWC Honorable Mention.
The team honored their seniors
on Nov. 8 with a final 2-1 win over
the Pacific Lutheran University
Lutes.
After ending their conference
season with a 13th consecutive
Northwest Conference title, the
women’s soccer team proceeded
to play in the NCAA Division-III

PHOTOCOURTESY/LOGGERATHLETICS

Men’s Soccer: Men’s soccer had strong moments to their year,
despite them not having the end result that they were looking for.

Championships in St. Louis, Mo.
In the first round, the Loggers pulled out a 1-0 win against
the Washington University (Mo.)
Bears.
Senior Robin Vieira (Seattle,
Wash.) scored the sole goal off a
header 90 minutes into the game.
Their win over the Bears propelled them into the second round
of the championship tournament.
In the second round, the Loggers took on the Centre University
Colonels.
Ultimately, after no scoring during either half, the Colonels advanced on penalty kicks, 7-6.
The women finished the season
with an overall season record of
16-4-1.
Junior Amalia Acorda-Fey
(Seattle, Wash.) was named the
Northwest Conference Offensive
Player of the Year, finishing the
season with a total of nine goals.
Senior Liz Blonden (Seattle,
Wash.), sophomore Emma Donckels (Los Altos, Calif.) and Vieira joined Acorda-Fey on the AllNWC First Team.
Vieira also led the team in scoring with a total of nine goals.
Senior Annie Jonsson (Portland,
Ore.) made the All-NWC Second
Team and senior goalkeeper Lauren Thomas (Woodinville, Wash.)
was named All-NWC Honorable
Mention.
The Logger football team finished out the year with an overall record of 4-5, making the 2014
season their highest-winning
since 2007.
They closed out the season with
their fourth win against the Willamette Bearcats 27-14 on Nov. 15.
Seniors Nasser Abdelrasul (Salem, Ore.), Kevin Miller (Seattle,
Wash.), Max Mirande (Klamath

Falls, Ore.) and Connor Savage
(Bothell, Wash.) made the AllNWC Second Team along with junior Sawyer Petre (Denver, Colo.)
and sophomores Reid Hartmann (Medina, Wash.) and Jacob
Wuesthoff (Newbury Park, Calif.).
With seven honorees, Puget
Sound placed the most All-NWC
members since 2008 when it
placed eighth.
During the season, the team averaged 361.4 yards per game and
passed a total of 2,595 yards.
Senior quarterback Branden
Foley (Bothell, Wash.) passed a total of 1,556 yards, and sophomore
quarterback Hans Fortune (Kenmore, Wash.) came close behind,
passing a total of 909 yards during
the season.
The men’s and women’s cross
country teams participated in the
NCAA West Regional meet on
Nov. 15, which signaled the end of
the season for most of the runners.
The teams previously competed at the Northwest Conference
Championships on Nov. 1 when
the men placed second out of the
nine teams and the women placed
third.
At the regional meet, the men’s
team placed sixth out of 17 teams.
Junior David Santillan (Milwaukie, Ore.) was the top finisher
for Puget Sound in the 8k, coming
in ninth place overall with a time
of 25:50.70.
Senior Justin Higa (Pearl City,
Hawaii) and junior Sam Carilli
(Palo Alto, Calif.) finished second
and third for Puget Sound, coming
in 36th and 37th place with times
of 26:35.40 and 26:39.60, respectively.
The women’s team finished
eighth out of 19 teams.
Sophomore Tori Klein (Yakima,

Wash.) was the top finisher for the
6k, placing 23rd with a time of
23:10.40.
Not far behind was senior Molly Bradbury (Boise, Idaho), finishing in 27th place with a time of
23:14.80.
Santillan, Klein and Bradbury
made the All-Region team, and
Santillan’s time qualified him to
compete in the NCAA DivisionIII National Championships on
Nov. 22, where he placed 196th
out of 280 runners with his second fastest time of the season of
25:53.00.
Finally, the volleyball team finished with an overall record of 1213 and a conference record of 115.
The season came to a close on
Nov. 8 when the Loggers pulled a
2-0 win over the Linfield Wildcats.
Senior Nicolette Reynaud (Los
Gatos, Calif.) and junior Emily Convery (Portland, Ore.) both
made the All-Northwest Conference Volleyball Team.
Reynaud scored a total of 227
points during the season, and
Convery scored a total of 233.
Thank you to all the seniors!
This was a great fall with better than expected outcomes all
around.
Puget Sound’s future continues
to look bright within Logger athletics.
Hopefully all of the athletes will
work hard in the offf season so
that we have an even stronger fall.
Plenty of great questions: Will
women’s soccer continue their
streak?
Will the football team continue
their overall improvement? I cannot wait to see.

PHOTO COURTESY/LOGGERATHLETICS

Golf: Although it was just a preview for the spring, things are
looking good with the golf team competing strong.

PHOTO COURTESY/ LOGGERATHLETICS

PHOTO COURTESY/ LOGGER ATHLETICS

Women’s Soccer: Women’s soccer team continued their dominance in the NWCs.

Cross country: Both men’s and women’s cross country finished
strong this fall.

PHOTO COURTESY/PRESLEY REED

Volleyball: Loggers had a good season, just missing
playoffs.

PHOTO COURTESY/MAKAYLAA CLANCY

Football: Football played beyond expectation, with some very good wins and a 4-5 record. The
upward trend of the football team is begining to gain momentum.
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Women’s basketball undefeated
Swim team
Now at 5-0 as they prepare to take on Evergreen
continues strong
season
By ZAL ROBLES

By THOMAS OVERTON
The Logger swimming teams
opened their season this year very
well, sprinting out to a 4-0 lead in
the Northwest Conference (NWC)
with only one loss (which happened outside of conference play).
The Loggers won two meets on
Nov. 14 and 15 at home against the
Willamette Bearcats and the Linfield Wildcats.
The Women’s squad started the
weekend with a landslide against
the Bearcats, winning the meet
with a score of 144 to Willamette’s
60.
Melissa Norrish (Denver, Colo.)
took the meet by storm and
notched herself three first place
finishes on Friday Nov. 14. She
paced the field in the 200-meter
freestyle with a time of 1:59.51, the
100-meter butterfly with a time of
1:00.15 and the 500-meter freestyle with a time of 5:21.84.
Joining Norrish in the winners
circle was the 200-meter freestyle team. Alex Koga (Meridian,
Id.), Lauren Kochanowski (Salem,
Ore.), Anne Shirey (Edmonds,
Wash.) and Michaela Metzler
(Boulder, Colo.) claimed victory
with a time of 1:46.39. Shirey took
to the first-place podium again in
the 200-meter medley relay alongside relay teammates Samantha
Anders (Olympia, Wash.), Auri
Clark (Juneau, Alaska) and Melisa
Kegans (Honolulu, Hawaii) with a
time of 1:55.32.
The men had a closer race
against the Bearcats, winning 104101.
Nick Mitchell looked comfortable in the water and earned
himself three first-place finishes
against Willamette. He won the
1,000-meter freestyle with a time
of 10:18.60, the 400-meter individual medley with a time of 4:28.26
and the 500-meter freestyle with a
time of 4:55.52.
Helping the Loggers eek out
a victory against the visiting
Bearcats was the 200-meter freestyle relay team. Mitch Kilgore
(Conifer, Colo.), Matt Goldberg
(Chicago, Ill.), Jared Fisk (Elko,
Nev.) and Clayton Jacobsen (Newport, Ore.) snatched up a win, finishing in 1:30.73.
The Loggers kept rolling, with
both the men and the women
trouncing Linfield on Saturday,
Nov. 15. The women kicked things
off with a 125-80 win and the men
followed suit with a 122-77 win.
Norrish stayed true to form and

notched herself another trio of
first-place finishes. She claimed
victory in the 1,000-meter freestyle race with a time of 10:51.86,
the 500-meter freestyle with a
time of 5:18.47 and the 200-meter
individual medley with a time of
2:15.79.
Boosting the Logger score even
more was the women’s 400-meter relay team Koga, Kegans, Kochanowski and Ally Hembree (Ft.
Wayne, Ind.). They set themselves
atop the winners’ podium with a
final time of 4:16.15.
Not to be outdone by Norrish,
Kegans notched two more firstplace finishes for herself after being a part of the winning relay
team. She touched the wall first
in the 200-meter freestyle with a
time of 2:01.08 and in the 100-meter freestyle with a time of 0:55.35.
The men’s 400-meter relay team
opened the day with a win for the
Loggers. Kilgore, Fisk, Jacobsen
and Jarik Bainco (Oak Harbor,
Wash.) locked up first-place with
a time of 3:45.89.
Mitchell shined in the individual races, again taking home three
first-place finishes, including the
1,000 meter freestyle with a time
of 10:13.98, the 500 meter freestyle with a time of 4:56.83 and the
200 meter freestyle with a time of
1:48.17.
Kilgore followed in suit of
Mitchell, adding wins in two individual events after being a
part of the winning relay team.
He touched the wall first in the
100-meter freestyle with a time of
0:48.98 and the 50-meter freestyle
with a time of 0:22.35.
After their stellar performances over the weekend, both Norrish
and Mitchell were named NWC
swimmers of the week.
Expectations were high for senior Norrish, as she holds the
NWC title for female swimmer of
the year and she didn’t disappoint;
Norrish won all six of the races she
competed in against the Bearcats
and the Wildcats.
Mitchell, only a first year, looks
to have the stuff of champions as
he also won all six of his races to
keep the impressive opening to the
Logger swimming season alive.
The Loggers travel next to the
Husky Invitational at the Weyerhauser King County Aquatic Center in Federal Way, Wash. Dec. 5-7.

The Puget Sound Women’s basketball team remains undefeated
after its win against Concordia on
Sept. 29.
The team’s record improves to 5-0.
Last Saturday the Loggers won 6956 on the road against Concordia.
No team has scored more than 57
points against the loggers this season.
Senior forward Katy Ainslie (Redmond, Wash.) recorded her first double-double of the season.
A double-double is when a player
has double digit statistics in two statistical categories.
Ainslie finished the game with
25 points and 11 rebounds. Junior
guard Emily Sheldon (Portland,
Ore.) scored 15 points for the loggers.
Senior Forward Amanda Forshay
(Moraga, Calif.) had eight points and
eight rebounds for the loggers.
The Logger’s went into half-time
with a dominating 36-18 lead.
The Logger defense was stifling
holding Concordia to 18.5 percent
from the field.
Concordia finished shooting 31.7
percent from the field.
“Defense has always been the main
focus of our program. But this year I
feel like all 15 of us are really bought
in to the concept that defense is what
is going to win us games this year,”
Ainslie said.
The Loggers finished with a season-best 54 rebounds in their game
against Concordia.
In the team’s first five games of the
season, Puget Sound averaged 71.8
points per a game while shooting
40.4 percent from the field.
They have also averaged 15.2 assists per a game.
“I think we’ve really limited our
turnovers, which allows for more opportunities to score. Our team has
really developed an offensive flow

PHOTO COURTESY/LOGGERATHLETICS

Drive down the lane: Logger point gaurd drives past the defense for the layup, in their victory over Thanksgiving break.
where we remain calm and look for
the best option rather than the first
option to score,” Sheldon said.
Ainslie leads the team in scoring
with 15.4 points per game.
Sheldon and Forshay are averaging
12 and 11.6 points per game respectively.
Sophomore guard Alexis Noren
(Milwaukee, Wisc.) leads the team
with 8.2 rebounds per a game.
Forshay and Ainslie are averaging 8
and 6.2 rebounds per a game respectively.
The Loggers has started their season with an impressive streak, but it
will only get harder as the season progresses.
Two teams in the North West Conference are ranked in the D3Hoops.
com top 25.
Whitworth is ranked 18 in the
country and George-Fox is ranked 16
in the country according to the website. Whitman was previously ranked
number 7, but fell out of the top 25
over the previous weekend.
Puget Sound received four votes
and should make an appearance in
the top 25 if they continue their winning ways.
“I think from here on out, we need
to keep working on the things that
have gotten us this far, and also keep

fixing the small mistakes. I think our
mindset is going to be the biggest
thing that will lead to success,” Sheldon said.
The Loggers next game is at the
North Pacific Tournament hosted by
Pacific Lutheran.
Their first game is Friday Dec. 5
against University of California at
Santa Cruz. Tip-off time is 5 p.m.
Puget Sound opens conference
play against 16 ranked George-Fox at
George-Fox on Jan. 3 at 4 p.m.
There was a strong belief within the
team that they could accomplish a lot
coming into the season.
Now with the undefeated start the
lady’s hard work during the off-season has translated into success on the
court.
“As long as we continue to hold
each other accountable to reach our
full potential, the sky is the limit with
this group of girls,” Ainslie said.
The Puget Sound Women’s basketball team’s next home game is Dec. 10
against Evergreen State.
Evergreen State’s athletics compete
in the NAIA, an athletic organization
that exists separate from the NCAA.
It will be interesting to see how the
Loggers continue. Will they be able to
continue their undefeated streak?

PHOTO COURTESY/LOGGERATHLETICS

Pass the ball: Hannah Lekson drives and dishes to her teammate.

Men’s basketball competes in Hawaii over break
By LUKIE CROWLEY
This past weekend the men’s basketball team headed down to Hawaii
for the Surf ’s Up Classic in Honolulu hosted by Kalani High School.
The team had quite the success, winning both of their games against Luther College and Cal Lutheran respectively in the non-conference
matchup, bringing their season record to 3-3.
In the first game on Nov. 28 they
played Luther winning 63-61 in a
thriller led by senior Nick Holden
(Pasadena, Calif.) who scored 16
points and brought in five rebounds
and junior Keith Shattuck (Lake

Forest Park, Wash.) who scored 13
points and had six rebounds.
It was close throughout the entire
game as the Loggers only outscored
Luther 34-33 in the first half and
again by one in the second half at
29-28. Junior Kohl Meyer (San Diego, Calif.) provided a spark off the
bench while stuffing the stat sheet in
his 26 minutes with six points, four
rebounds, four assists and three
steals.
The next day the team battled
California Lutheran and handled
them a bit easier, winning 63-52.
Holden again led the way with a
double-double in 14 points and 12
rebounds while adding three steals
and one block.

Senior Erin Barber (Puyallup,
Wash.) added 14 points and four rebounds while also knocking down a
three.

“The team has been led by
the contingent of Barber,
Holden, and Stattuck.”

The Loggers’ again had a close
first half, going up 28-27 but went
onto outscore them 35-25 in the
second half and finishing the tour-

nament strong.
With their record now at 3-3 and
on the up rise they are looking to
build on their momentum and continue to have a strong season. The
team has been lead by the contingent of Barber, Holden and Shattuck. They are averaging 16.2, 14.6
and 11.2 points respectively and the
total could rise in conference play
considering their rising play. All upperclassmen, so they will make a big
impact on their seasons as a whole.
Their next game is on Friday
Dec. 5 at 7 p.m. against the Banana
Slugs from University of California
at Santa Cruz. Following that game
they will have an away game against
Portland Bible on Dec. 9 at 6 p.m.

The conference seasons opens up
on Jan. 3 against George Fox at 6
p.m. and sure will be exciting. With
five seniors and eight juniors on the
team it projects to be a team carried
by upperclassmen and because of
that a strong one.
Chemistry plays a big part in a
longer season such as basketball and
this team has it as they look to improve on the 15-12 record from last
year where they went 10-6 in the
conference.
The games will become more tenacious in conference play, but the
Loggers will be ready for it. This season is theirs to take.
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Student ‘kills it’ at Thanksgiving dinner chit chat
By AUDREY KAUFMAN
Sophomore Joe Gillis allegedly
killed it at his family’s Thanksgiving celebration this past Thursday, Nov. 27.
“I’ve been taking a lot of interesting classes this semester,” Gillis said. “And I still have some leftover material from my first-year
seminar last year.”
Gillis’s family was endlessly entertained by his thoughts on the
perseverance of hegemony and his
detailed outline of everything he
learned in PG 103: Introduction
to International Relations.
“No one knew the difference
between hard and soft power,” he
said. “Incredible. They know now,
though!”
Gillis entertained his younger
cousins in addition to older relatives, proving that his charm can
transcend generational boundaries. He tried to organize a game
of War, but ended up playing Solitaire on the floor while his cousins sat and played games on their
computers.
“Everyone had fun,” Gillis said.
“I made sure of it.”
Gillis relayed some “fun” and
“interesting” anecdotes to his family while his grandmother served
appetizers Thursday evening. He

PHOTO COURTESY/PRESLEY REED

Ready for action: Some meals require no preparation, but with the awkwardness that inevitably accompanies any Thanksgiving dinner it’s best to come prepared with your A game.
told the story of his roommate’s
2 a.m. hospital visit and talked
about the girl in his economics
class who never wore shoes.
“They were all PG,” he said.
“I’m kind of the Golden Boy of my
family and I don’t want to shatter
any illusions.”
Gillis’s family, particularly his
Uncle Samuel, a professor with a
Ph.D. in American History, was

shocked and appalled by Gillis’s
revelation that Thanksgiving really represents the systemic exploitation and genocide of the Native
Americans by settlers.
“I had no idea,” Uncle Samuel
said. “I always thought Thanksgiving was just about cranberry
sauce and pumpkin pie.”
Gillis’s cousin Ben continued,
“I’m always on Buzzfeed, but I’ve

never seen any articles on this
subject.”
Once dinner was served, Gillis
told some funny jokes he heard on
“The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon.”
“I think they might have been
too topical,” Gillis said. “Not everyone’s as aware of current events
as I am. And like Jimmy is. But, I
think I was at least true to the co-

medic timing and essence of the
jokes.”
Gillis volunteered to help do
the dishes in order to “bash gender stereotypes.” However, after
washing one wineglass, he wandered into the living room to
check something on his phone
and scrolled through Twitter for
the next two hours.
During dessert, Gillis watched
his 8-year-old cousin Jane inhale
a huge piece of pumpkin pie with
extra whipped cream. When Jane
smiled, mouth full of pie, Gillis
laughed and shouted, “I’ll have
what she’s having!” When none
of his relatives got his When Harry Met Sally reference or how
the reference had any relevance
in this particular context, Gillis slumped down in his seat and
mumbled something about how
everyone should have a baseline
level of cultural knowledge.
Gillis drank his coffee black to
show his family that, though he
was sitting at the kids table, he
was NOT a kid.
Both Gillis and his family are
looking forward to next Thanksgiving, after Gillis takes some
more classes and starts listening
to a new podcast.

Kardashian supports Keystone XL pipeline, oil development
By AUDREY KAUFMAN
In recent weeks there was a
large discussion of the implications of constructing the Keystone XL pipeline. The hippies
of the so called “environmentalist movement” have rejoiced over
the fact that they managed to stop
this legislation, albeit by one vote
in the Senate. However, there was
one person who spoke up to insert
their well-educated political opinion on this matter.
We are very lucky to have had
this opportunity to sit down with
the great Kim Kardashian for an
exclusive interview to discuss her
position on the recent vote. She
takes the position that the pipeline is needed to allow her to take
another “Break the Internet” photo. Students have already begun to
protest at the risk that there could
never be another picture like that
following the vote. Which is why
we are glad to present the following Q&A. It was unscripted and
the most groundbreaking interview we have ever had the joy of
PHOTO COURTESY/PRESLEY REED

“I simply am standing
for what America truly
wants [laughs]. It is
my duty as a citizen
of this great nation
to ensure there is a
supply to meet the
continued demand for
my expanded portfolio
of art.”

conducting.
Thank you for being here, Kardashian. Now, what are your
thoughts on the recent decision of
the pipeline?

All oiled up: There are many more sustainable varieties of oil that Kim K could use to make her body shinier in photo shoots. We’re not completely
sure if she understands what the Keystone XL Pipleline is, or what that kind of oil would do in terms of moisturizing the skin.

Kim Kardashian: Firstly, I
wanted to say that I am now Mrs.
West. I don’t know if you follow
the news at all but I have gotten
married to the love of my life,
Kanye. I am quite offended that
you haven’t done your proper research about what my surname is
now.
My apologies, I hadn’t heard
about this… event. So what are
your thoughts on the recent Keystone vote?
Kim Kardashian West: Well, I
don’t know if you have also heard
about my most recent masterpiece, but it is very reliant on oil.

Are you referring to your shi… I
mean wonderful new mobile game?
Kim West: No, but that is one
of my favorite projects I have pursued. But this extends beyond
even my book of selfies.
Wait, you have a book of selfies?
Kim West: Yes, of course I do.
The world needs to be exposed
to all my glory all the time every
day. Anyways, as I was saying before you rudely interrupted me,
I recently created my best work
yet: my Paper Magazine cover. I’m
guessing you have seen it. It was
quite difficult to miss.

I’m afraid I don’t understand.
What does this have to do with the
Keystone XL Pipeline?
Kim West: It’s quite simple:
Lathering up my body requires a
large amount of oil. When considering the size of my infamous
a** it is important to realize that
if I am to ever do a repeat of this
masterpiece I will need access to
a large supply of oil. I simply am
standing for what America truly
wants [laughs]. It is my duty as a
citizen of this great nation to ensure there is a supply to meet the
demand for my expanded portfolio of art.

Well, I am quite taken aback
by this declaration. I really don’t
know what to say from here out.
Um… I believe that will conclude
our interview. Thank you very
much for coming out.
Kim West: I am glad to have
come to spread this important
message that we all need to hear.
I will be marching on DC completely in the nude on Jan. 1, 2015
as a form of protest for not passing the pipeline.
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The Man Behind The Theory of Everything
James Marsh’s newest f ilm doesn’t focus on Stephen Hawking the theoretical physicist, nor does it focus on Stephen Hawking the scientist with
ALS. Marsh instead focuses on Stephen Hawking the person, and both the famed and unknown pieces that make up who Hawking is.
By TYLER SHERMAN

E

ven if you don’t know
much about him, you’ve
heard of him. This theoretical physicist and
cosmologist is arguably the most
important figure in natural science
since Albert Einstein. I’m talking,
of course, about Stephen Hawking.
Hawking is largely known for
setting forth complex theories regarding the origins of the universe
and the radiation emitted by black
holes. He was the first to suggest a
cosmology that can be explained by
a union of quantum mechanics and
Einstein’s theory of general relativity.
Diagnosed with motor neuron
disease at the age of 21 while attending the University of Cambridge, Hawking has become
known as much for his disability as
for his pioneering work in cosmology.
Given what most people know of
him, it seems that there is an enormous difficulty separating the man
from his work. And if not from his
work, then from his neurodegenerative disease.
Needless to say, there is a man
who exists beyond his work and
progressive disease.
That is precisely what James
Marsh’s The Theory of Everything
endeavors to show: the genuine
bleeding, breathing, feeling man.
Though at times it seems slightly
formulaic, as so many biopics do,
The Theory of Everything overcomes
the weakness. Its slight paint-bynumber plot progression does
not equate to some stuffy, bloated
docudrama that martyrs its subject.
Rather than reducing Hawking’s
life solely to a “victory in the face
of adversity feel-good fest,” Marsh’s
film stares resolutely into the life of
a brash, intimidatingly intelligent,
sometimes awkward, ill-tempered
and stubborn, sexual man.

That is not to imply that The
Theory of Everything glosses over
Hawking’s disability; it doesn’t. Indeed, Hawking’s illness is a major
narrative focal point of the film.
But rather than being portrayed as
all that Hawking is, it’s portrayed as
just a part of who he is.
Of course, depicting the illness,
along with all the physical limitations it imposed on Hawking, combined with a complicated persona,
places significant demands on an
actor. Eddie Redmayne, who portrays Hawking, meets those demands.
Accompanied by Felicity Jones,
who portrays Hawking’s first wife
Jane Wilde, Redmayne is sensational. With an eerie accuracy
that transcends mere physical impersonation, he illustrates both
Hawking’s fierce resolve and deteriorating physical state. It is worth
mentioning that Redmayne himself
spent time with ALS sufferers so as
to be as authentic as possible.
Beginning before Hawking’s diagnosis in 1963, The Theory of Everything grants Redmayne an enormous amount of leeway to inhabit
Hawking’s psyche, starting out as
an astoundingly brilliant (if airy
and somewhat lazy) college student with his head in the clouds,
and ending as an internationally
renowned scientist.
The chronological progression of
the narrative renders Redmayne
perpetually fascinating, as he continuously adjusts each expression,
movement, minute twitch and grin
to fit Hawking’s condition.
Redmayne’s constantly evolving
depiction of Hawking is matched
by Jones’s equally evolved portrayal
of Jane, a beautiful, determined arts
major with an intense devotion to
God.
Her complicated evolution from
Hawking’s love interest to wife and
caretaker, and eventual ex-wife, is
fascinating to watch as Hawking
begins to rely on a wheelchair to
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Wedding day: Eddie Redmayne as Stephen Hawking and Felicity Jones as Jane Wilde
pose for a wedding photograph in a scene from James Marsh’s The Theory of Everything.
move and a computer to speak.
Jones skillfully depicts Jane, a
woman who painstakingly builds
and maintains a life for her husband as his condition continues to
worsen. The portrayal of their 25year marriage and the film itself
is largely based on Jane’s memoir
Travelling to Infinity: My Life with
Stephen, which details her relationship with Hawking.
The image of Hawking and Jane
kissing while dancing under the
stars at a college party is, at first,
difficult to reconcile next to one of
the film’s most striking images of
Hawking at the beach, feet limply
placed in the water, observing his
family in the ebb and flow of the
tide.
But that is largely what the movie
is about: Hawking’s relationship
with his wife, the life they built together for some 25 years, the three
children they would raise and the
difficulty Jane endures when devoting her life to the care of her hus-

band.
Although the film spares few details in regards to Hawking’s relationship with Jane, it does irritatingly treat his eventual separation
and divorce from Jane with surprising superficiality. It is hard to
imagine that it felt that way to the
real Hawking.
Matched by a musical score that
perfectly emphasizes the moments
of levity and drama alike, the film’s
strengths clearly lie in the acting.
Redmayne never falters in inhabiting Hawking’s life and establishing
him as a deeply feeling man, both
exceedingly normal and inextricably different.
Redmayne’s Hawking is a visceral man, devoted to the principles
of his work, but not unwilling to
change them upon empirical proof.
He’s a man who has seemingly not
lost his brash sense of humor, but is
also dogged by the enormous burden of his intelligence.
Equaled by his counterpart Jones,

who gracefully, forcefully and enduringly fills Jane’s shoes, Redmayne pulls off the role in which
he has been cast. Playing the part of
the man who is arguably the most
intelligent human in existence today is no easy feat, but he succeeds
with charm and accuracy.
The real Stephen Hawking has
commented on the authenticity of
Redmayne’s acting, indicating on
Facebook that at times, he thought
Redmayne was him.
Part love story, part biopic, it triumphantly portrays the life of an
extraordinarily brilliant and important man who remains extraordinarily human. And in the end,
despite its minor shortcomings,
The Theory of Everything, named so
in reference to Hawking’s endeavor
to discover a single unifying theory
to the universe, is a profound and
provocative film.
The Theory of Everything is in
theaters now.

Jef f Bridges bri ngs blues and rock to Broadway Center
By CASEY DEY

achievement in Hollywood was
an academy award for his role as
es, Jeff Bridges is a mu- “Bad Blake” in the 2009 film Crazy
Heart.
sician. And a
After the success of the film and
fantastic
the accompanying soundtrack,
one at
Bridges released another
that. Most people
country album, a self-titled
know him for his
work that Bridges says “is
iconic role as
a natural extension of the
Kevin Flynn in
love of music I’ve had all
the Tron movie
my life.” It wasn’t long
franchise, or
after that he decided he
as “The Dude”
wanted to get a band toin The Big Lebgether and start touring,
owski.
But
and so Jeff
Bridges’s bigBridges
gest
a n d
t h e
Abiders was
born.
Broadway Center
director
David
Fischer
said he’d
been trying to get the
band to come
to Tacoma for more
than two years, writing every six months
to ask if they would
perform.
“Persistence pays
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tic night. It was worth it, wouldn’t
you say?” Bridges said.
And we certainly would! The
music was written from the heart,
and every song was well loved, well
performed and well received. The
guys put on a great show for their
Tacoma audience and everyone
left the theatre with a big smile on
their face. Many were humming an
old or a new favorite song if they
weren’t chattering about how much
they loved the concert.
The show opened with PK Dwyer,
a busker (street performer) from
Seattle, who performs at Pike Place
Market roughly 200 days out of the
year. He had gained some fame in
New York and Europe for his music, but the one time his wife urged
him to play in front of a movie
theatre, he was met by Fischer and
asked to perform on the big stage.
Jeff Bridges and the Abiders
walked out to a roar from the
crowd. You wouldn’t believe this
guy had only just begun his music career. The ages and overall
enthusiasm of the audience made
you think Bridges had been writing music his whole life. He joked
about living the teenage dream at
65.
Bridges sang songs from Jeﬀ
Bridges, Crazy Heart and even The
Big Lebowski. He said he’d always
wanted to pursue music, but his father had encouraged him that the
real career lay in acting. There was

promise that one day he’d get to act
as a musician, which didn’t happen
until much later in his life, but it
was a glad day when it did.
Each song got an intro about a
good friend of his who had written the song either with him or
for him, the biggest names being T
Bone Burnett, John Goodwin and
Kris Kristofferson. He got off topic
a couple of times, getting sidetracked into memories of the past,
but the audience loved anything he
talked about.
Bridges also talked about a program he’s immensely passionate
about called “No Kid Hungry,”
which fights childhood hunger
across America, particularly in
schools. Every place the band tours,
they meet with the town’s governor to discuss this issue and start
a donation program. Bridges complimented Tacoma’s governor with
his eagerness about this issue, and
encouraged the audience to participate as well.
The crowd refused to let him just
walk away, and the band performed
a total of four encores before officially ending.
The party didn’t end there, however! A ticketed meet-and-greet
was available after the show. All
was well until The Dude decided
to “misbehave.” Roughly 40 people
gathered with their drinks and dessert plates to meet Bridges, but he
took one look at the long line and

decided he was too tired to meet
everyone individually. He ran
around the room, taking selfies and
pictures for the official photographer and occasionally signing posters and other props, before saying
how much he loved everyone and
heading out the door. Many were
disappointed they couldn’t get the
one-on-one time, but those who
got the hurried pictures were grateful for the brief encounter.
Abiders drummer Tom Lackner
and cellist/bassist/pianist Randy
Tico both said how much they
loved the Pantages Theatre and
how beautiful a venue it was, and
that they were also grateful for the
great crowd.
“It was an amazing experience!
It truly was. Tacoma is a beautiful
city and we loved playing for you,”
Tico said.
If you enjoy rocked-out country, or if you enjoyed Crazy Heart
and/or The Big Lebowski, you will
love Bridges’s music. His lyrics are
inspiring and heartfelt, his voice
is deep and gravelly and smooth,
and the music itself is a beautiful combo of fun rock and soulful
country. Just as sure as The Dude
wins hearts on the big screen, he
wins hearts with his voice and guitar, and you can be sure he’ll “pick
up your crazy heart and give it one
more try.”
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RUBY FRAY
The genre-hopping Grackle is the latest album from
Ruby Fray. Though a lot of music is described as
sirenic these days, Ruby Fray is the real thing, truly
fated to author a thousand shipwrecks before the
day ends.
By EVAN BOUCHER

I

f you’re not happy, you should
go. That’s how an album that
I only barely own a copy of
(more on this later), called
Grackle by band Ruby Fray, begins.
All at once it is a friendly suggestion,
a confirmation of permission, life
advice and a very specific warning.
Its particular meaning is ambiguous yet its function here is anything
but, and as darkness—facilitated by
indefinable bassy sounds and a gently warbling, tinkly music box-like
melody—slowly creeps from the
edges to the center of the frame, the
importance of heeding these words
seems to stretch upwards in a similar way. All at once the tone is set,

som admits, at least for herself,
“this will never get any better, this
will never comfort me.” She is resolved, and perhaps we should be
too. To this end Grackle manifests
itself as a challenge, an insistent
and uncompromising concoction
of commandment and quasi-divine
conflict. But in its difficulty, Grackle carries with it a power that I can’t
deny or entirely reconcile myself
with.
As “You Should Go” reaches its
end, and consequently the rest
of the album’s beginning, a low,
brooding drone gradually rolls
over like a dark cloud and settles
in, as Beanblossom’s voice ushers in
the new season
with wordless
PHOTO COURTESY/HIGH VOLTAGE PR
melodies. This
pattern repeats
in Vespers, a
prologue that
pulses darkly in
an empty desert as it gyrates,
wobbles, gesticulates and digests itself then
cuts flat, leaving
only the sparest
instrumentation and a vague
sense that a
minute ago you
were definitely
listening
to
something different, weren’t
you?
This
pause,
this interaction
of silence and
sound, is one
of Ruby Fray’s
greatest assets,
and on Grackle
they
clearly
know this. It’s
the slow and
careful
closing of a book,
Ruby Fray’s new album Grackle (pictured above) was recorded just 30 miles from the book of
Tacoma at Dub Narcotic Studio in Olympia. Emily Beanblossom is pictured at top. your past, whose
an urgency and a lurking yet unarticulated danger crossed with the
presence of someone kind enough
to cue us into the situation. Yet did
this voice not also create it? Grackle
is perhaps fuelled by this question,
this threat of paradox.
Perhaps Emily Beanblossom, the
album’s writer, decided to start the
album this way because within it,
aside from those quoted words of
wisdom themselves, there will not
be much solace to find; this record
is haunted, and the mere acknowledgement of this fact will do nothing to change it. This suspicion is
confirmed in the following track,
“Carry Me Down,” as Beanblos-

memories, rapidly fading away as
you cling to them, will be your only
anchor as the future limps menacingly towards you. Inside the vortex and turmoil of all the sinister
sounds that follow this prologue,
listening to this record makes me
feel like we’re sharing some dark
secret that only half of me actually
knows but all of me is responsible
for ‘keeping.’
A few weeks ago, some friends
asked me to play a set at a show
they were having at their house,
and I checked who else was on
the bill. Ruby Fray was the touring band, up here from way down
in Texas. I remember listening
to some of their tracks online—I
was immediately struck by both
an overwhelming uniqueness and
some notable similarities to my
own music. Ruby Fray’s sound is
highly enigmatic, simultaneously
walking several stylistic tightropes
but ultimately winding up in their
own corner altogether.
I somehow ended up with the album when I arrived home the night
of the show—I traded it for my own
CD, an exchange whose discrepancy of values could secure my spot
in the swindlers’ hall of fame. Now
that I have Grackle in its entirety,
these initial reactions have been
amplified into even more esoteric
territory.
I’ve tried comparing it to other
music—Warpaint and a less-known
band called the Nocturnes came
to mind most strongly—but none
of these comparisons, even when
elaborated and even mythologized,
seem like they add anything to my
understanding of Ruby Fray.
It’s tricky. There’s a specter here, a
ghostly spectator, a shadow whose
presence will not allow me to get
this one wrong, even if I ultimately
fail to get it ‘right.’
Maybe another route will prove
to be more appropriate. I’ve gotten
stuck listening to this record several times. In my car, in my house, in
between... It’s not merely hypnotic;

it’s possessive. There’s a spirit in
Grackle, a spirit that knows how to
move both itself and others. It pulls
you in, swallows your expectations
whole and leaves you with an otherworldly hunger. This record is insatiable yet this record is the only
thing that can satisfy you.
A lot of music is described as sirenic these days, but Ruby Fray is
the real thing, truly fated to author
a thousand shipwrecks before the
day ends. A haunting lyric from the
first half of the album—before its
magnetism actually reveals itself as
not only charming but undeniable,
irresistible to a fault—alludes to a
disturbingly fitting image: “You’re
my sailor, you’re my sailor,” (“Photograph”).
These mythic overtones seem like
no accident. It’s all very mysterious,
and I mean it; the music, set against
the particularly unlikely circumstances in which it crossed paths
with me, seems to mirror this same
mystical weirdness. Its own sense
of fate crossed with my actual fate,
leaving two parallel mysteries. But
some part of me doubts this could
have gone any other way. Ruby
Fray is one of those special bands
that toes the line between success
and popularity. They’re poised for a
cult following but not mainstream
success. Actually, they’re poised for
facilitating a cult.
And I’d love to join it, but I have
to go, I really do.
No, really I have to leave now. But
it won’t let me.

Grackle is out now
on K Records. For more
articles and extended
coverage, visit us at
trail.pugetsound.edu.

